
UNIVERSITY OF OSLO 
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 

 
Exam: ECON4640 – Political economics 
 
Date of exam:  Thursday, June 1, 2006 Grades will be given:  Wednesday, June 14 
 
Time for exam: 09:00 a.m. – 12:00 noon 
 
The problem set covers 2 pages (incl. attachement) 
 
Resources allowed: 
• No resources allowed 
 
The grades given: A-F, with A as the best and E as the weakest passing grade.  F is fail. 
 
 
 
The problem set is given in English only, but you can give your answer in either Norwegian, 
Swedish, Danish or in English. 
 
Answer briefly (1/2 to 1 page) two of the following three questions: 

1. Why is it more difficult for a politician to extract rents from being in office in a 
median voter model of electoral competition than in a model with probabilistic voting? 

2. Why would you expect that majoritarian and proportional electoral systems should 
give different policy outcomes, and which differences would you expect? 

3. Explain briefly Grossman and Helpman’s approach to modelling the effect of 
campaign contributions on politics. Why is it reasonable to believe that the 
implemented policy is closer to the interests of rich groups than to the interests of poor 
groups? 

 
Essay question: Women in politics 
Answer all of the following questions: 

1. Explain why there would not be any difference between male and female politicians in 
a median voter model and why there may be such differences in a model with citizen 
candidates. 

2. Explain why simply comparing districts with male and female leaders is insufficient to 
isolate the effect of the politician’s gender on politics. 

3. Consider Chattopadhyay and Duflo’s (2004) study of policymaking at the local level 
in India. Recall that they use the fact that in a third of local assemblies, drawn at 
random, the position as head of the assembly (Pradhan) is reserved for a woman. 
Explain how Chattopadhyay and Duflo can use this to identify the effect of the 
politician’s gender on politics. 

4. What are the observed differences between male and female politicians? To answer 
this, you may use the attached Table V from Chattopadhyay and Duflo’s paper. 
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TABLE V

EFFECT OF WOMEN’S RESERVATION ON PUBLIC GOODS INVESTMENTS

West Bengal Rajasthan
Mean, Reserved GP Mean, Unreserved GP Difference Mean, Reserved GP Mean, Unreserved GP Difference

Dependent Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
A. Village Level
Number of Drinking Water Facilities 23�83 14�74 9�09 7�31 4�69 2�62

Newly Built or Repaired (5�00) (1�44) (4�02) (�93) (�44) (�95)
Condition of Roads (1 if in good �41 �23 �18 �90 �98 −�08

condition) (�05) (�03) (�06) (�05) (�02) (�04)
Number of Panchayat Run �06 �12 −�06

Education Centers (�02) (�03) (�04)
Number of Irrigation Facilities 3�01 3�39 −�38 �88 �90 −�02

Newly Built or Repaired (�79) (�8) (1�26) (�05) (�04) (�06)
Other Public Goods (ponds, biogas, 1�66 1�34 �32 �19 �14 �05

sanitation, community buildings) (�49) (�23) (�48) (�07) (�06) (�09)
Test Statistics: Difference Jointly Significant 4�15 2�88

(p-value) (�001) (�02)
B. GP Level
1 if a New Tubewell Was Built 1�00 �93 �07

(�02) (�03)
1 if a Metal Road Was Built or Repaired �67 �48 �19

(�06) (�05) (�08)
1 if There Is an Informal Education �67 �82 −�16

Center in the GP (�06) (�04) (�07)
1 if at Least One Irrigation Pump Was Built �17 �09 �07

(�05) (�03) (�05)
Test Statistics: Difference Jointly Significant 4�73

(p-value) (�001)
Notes: 1. Standard errors in parentheses. 2. In West Bengal, there are 322 observations in the village level regressions, and 161 in the GP level regressions. There are

100 observations in the Rajasthan regressions. 3. Standard errors are corrected for clustering at the GP level in the village level regressions, using the Moulton (1986) formula,
for the West Bengal regressions.


